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"Based on the best-selling The Reflective Educator's Guide to Classroom Research,
Second Edition, this guide gives staff developers the tools they need to facilitate book
study groups, seminars, and professional development events focused on practitioner
inquiry. An effective form of professional development, teacher inquiry has the potential
to inform any aspect of classroom practice across subject areas and grade levels. For
discussion topics that include differentiated instruction, working with English language
learners, Response to Intervention, this facilitator's resource makes it easy to lead
participants through a step-by-step process that covers: formulating a research
question; collaborating with others; collecting data; analyzing data; writing and
presenting classroom research; and assessing the quality of the work."--BOOK
JACKET.
Learn keyboarding skills that will prepare you for a lifetime of success with CENTURY
21 DIGITAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT. Ready to help you face all the business
challenges that will come your way, this useful text lets you tap into the latest
technology, helps you master computer applications using Microsoft Office 2010/2013,
and builds your communication skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Expanding Authorship collects important essays by Peter Middleton that show the many
ways in which, in a world of proliferating communications media, poetry-making is
increasingly the work of agencies extending beyond that of a single, identifiable author.
In four sections—Sound, Communities, Collaboration, and Complexity—Middleton
demonstrates that this changing situation of poetry requires new understandings of the
variations of authorship. He explores the internal divisions of lyric subjectivity, the
vicissitudes of coauthorship and poetry networks, the creative role of editors and
anthologists, and the ways in which the long poem can reveal the outer limits of
authorship. Readers and scholars of Wallace Stevens, William Carlos Williams, George
Oppen, Frank O’Hara, Robert Duncan, Robert Creeley, Jerome Rothenberg, Susan
Howe, Lyn Hejinian, Nathaniel Mackey, and Rae Armantrout will find much to learn and
enjoy in this groundbreaking volume.
When making the transition to adulthood, young people with Autism Spectrum Disorder
can find their opportunities limited by their impaired prosody. Through a program of
evidence-based lessons and resources, this book helps to develop verbal and
nonverbal skills essential to adult life, particularly in the context of looking for a job or
social situations. It is a complete curriculum, covering everything from self-calming to
fluency and conversational skills, and includes lesson plans, handouts, and homework.
The program has been successfully used by the authors in their work with people on
the autism spectrum and will be a life-changing resource for professionals as well as for
parents and people on the autism spectrum wanting to improve their ability to
communicate well.
This work examines Eastern Europe's security situation and specifically explores
NATO's relationship with Slovakia, Bulgaria, Ukraine, and the Baltic states - all non-
members - but each with its own expectations for membership and relationship to the
organization.
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Expanding the Envelope is the first book to explore the full panorama of flight research
history, from the earliest attempts by such nineteenth century practitioners as England's
Sir George Cayley, who tested his kites and gliders by subjecting them to experimental
flight, to the cutting-edge aeronautical research conducted by the NACA and NASA.
Michael H. Gorn explores the vital human aspect of the history of flight research,
including such well-known figures as James H. Doolittle, Chuck Yeager, and A. Scott
Crossfield, as well as the less heralded engineers, pilots, and scientists who also had
the "Right Stuff." While the individuals in the cockpit often receive the lion's share of the
public's attention, Expanding the Envelope shows flight research to be a collaborative
engineering activity, one in which the pilot participates as just one of many team
members. Here is more than a century of flight research, from well before the creation
of NACA to its rapid transformation under NASA. Gorn gives a behind the scenes look
at the development of groundbreaking vehicles such as the X-1, the D-558, and the
X-15, which demonstrated manned flight at speeds up to Mach 6.7 and as high as the
edge of space.
Examines the impact of NATO expansion into Central-Eastern Europe.
NATO.s enlargement represents a watershed event in European security. It closes the so-
called .post-Cold War. epoch that began with the fall of the Soviet empire and opens the way
to a new stage in European and American history. The tendencies that are now pushing
Europe towards greater integration have received a new injection of energy. NATO has not
only proven itself the only truly effective security provider among European institutions, it has
also shown itself to be the moving force behind Europe.s other security agencies, particularly
the European Union (EU). After NATO decided to take in Hungary, the Czech Republic, and
Poland at its Madrid Conference in July 1997, the European Union, meeting at Amsterdam,
decided to begin accession talks with those three states, Estonia, Cyprus, and Slovenia. Thus
concurrent and coinciding waves of integration throughout the continent are going to transform
Europe.s security map and agenda beyond recognition. But this does not mean either that past
history is now utterly irrelevant or that Europe has attained a kind of security Nirvana. The
Bosnian crisis, and to a lesser degree the Albanian crisis of 1997, as well as the recent
problems in Kosovo show that many challenges confront Europe, and that Europe is reluctant
to confront them.1 Insofar as out-of-area issues in the Middle East are concerned, the Iraqi
crises of 1997-98 demonstrated that Europe remains divided, unable to forge a common
security policy for those issues in that region or to assume a leadership position in the
resolution of international crises.
Early childhood is the most important stage of human development yet in Middle East and
North Africa countries there is little research and inadequate investment in this crucial stage of
life. This book covers risk, protective factors, policies and programs that can address inequality
and shortfalls in the early years of life.
The European Union is constantly changing, both in the number of countries it embraces and
in policy areas where it plays a major role. The new millennium has witnessed two major
changes in the EU's scope. On 1 May 2004, it enlarged to include ten new member states; and
the new European Constitution defines providing citizens with an 'area of freedom, security and
justice' as one of its primary aims. This book is unique in analyzing the interplay of the two
spheres.
The roles network members play in the lives of African-American and Caucasian parents in the
U.S. and parents in Sweden, Wales, and Germany are documented and compared in a ground-
breaking study of how personal networks evolve and how they affect and are affected by
development.
This accessible book examines the ways in which the European community will have to adapt
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to cope with a potential influx of new members into the next millenium. It will be essential
reading for students and practitioners of European politics.
Examines the efforts to expand NATO eastward after 1989.
Timothy P. Mackie focuses on the quantitative differences between the Greek and
Hebrew text witnesses of the book of Ezekiel and explores the interrelationships
between the production, transmission, and interpretation of scriptural scrolls by Jewish
scribes during the late Second Temple period. A comparison of the Hebrew Masoretic
text and Greek Septuagint versions of Ezekiel provides a large body of evidence for the
phenomenon of “scribal expansion,” instances where scribes added words and
phrases into the body of the text. Mackie starts off by laying out a methodology for
identifying scribal additionsamong the many textual differences between the Hebrew
and Greek text-forms of Ezekiel. Having compiled an index of such quantitative
differences, he proposes a descriptive typology for categorizing and analyzing the
different types of additions in order to understand their purpose and significance. The
body of the book is a commentary on all the various types of scribal expansion. The
scribal additions in Ezekiel show how scribes expressed reverence for the text’s divine
authority, by not only by preserving the sacred text, but supplementing it in order to
increase its coherence and clarity for future readers. They also demonstrate an
awareness of an emerging collection of scriptural scrolls in the post-exilic Judean
community and represent attempts to coordinate Ezekiel with other parts of that
collection. Ultimately, the scribal expansions in Ezekiel provide a glimpse into the
intersection of scriptural interpretation, scribal production, and the transmission of these
texts. Mackie’s Conclusions are relevant not only for text-critical scholarship on the
Hebrew Bible, but also for research on the early history of Jewish scriptural exegesis
and scribal culture.
The development of EU enlargement has raised many thorny issues unanticipated by
the framers of the EC Treaty. A significant upshot of these issues is that the concept of
European identity - defined in terms of such factors as culture, history and economics -
has supplanted the long-dominant theme of 'widening and deepening, ' particularly
since the Union's expansion has become primarily eastward. The major contribution of
this important book lies in its analysis of the conceptualization and perception of
enlargement from various points of view, focusing on the concerns of stakeholders and
the 'identity' conflicts and uncertainties incurred by enlargement initiatives. In the course
of its presentation, it details the actual pre-accession Europeanization process and its
complex history. Among the key elements discussed are the following: the conflict
between 'widening' and 'deepening' and the effect on EU institutional reform;
institutional requirements on candidate countries; pre-accession criteria and
negotiations; administrative capacity, judicial capacity, and legal approximation in
accession states; capacity of the EU to absorb new Member States; and EC law as part
of European identity. Also covered are specific historical details of particular pre-
accession negotiations (e.g., Greece, Spain, Portugal, Malta, and Cyprus), the still
inconclusive negotiations with Turkey and the Western Balkan states, and political
factors involved in the non-accession of Norway, Iceland and Switzerland. Assembling
powerful evidence and applying incisive analysis, the author's conclusion shows that,
absent further (and major) EU institutional reform, it will be difficult for an enlarging
Union to continue to 'deliver the goods.' A watershed in the continuing great debate on
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the fulfilment of the EC Treaty's determination to foster and promote 'an ever closer
union of the peoples of Europe, ' this book will prove invaluable to anybody interested in
the European integration project, particularly lawyers, academics, officials and
policymakers in the EU Member States.
Provide a description about the book that does not include any references to package
elements. This description will provide a description where the core, text-only product or
an eBook is sold. Please remember to fill out the variations section on the PMI with the
book only information. Just getting started in the computer world? This introductory text,
CENTURY 21TM, JR. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS WITH KEYBOARDING, 3E is the
perfect companion for navigation of computer basics, file management, the Internet,
keyboarding, word processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, presentations, and
databases. CENTURY 21, JR. provides step-by-step guidance, with engaging activities.
Units are divided into easy-to-manage chapters and projects will help students learn the
features of Microsoft Office 2013 and 365. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Provides the information necessary to guide clinicians to more efficient and appropriate
use of the cardiac imaging modalities at their disposal Most books currently available
on cardiac imaging focus on just modality. As the number of imaging options has
increased, the choice of procedure has become more complicated. This comprehensive
book will guide the practitioner in choosing the most appropriate test when confronted
by various cardiac symptoms and diseases and to understand the benefits and
limitations of each imaging modality. It demonstrates the advantages and
disadvantages of various imaging modalities such as echocardiography, computer
tomography, MRI, and nuclear cardiology in the evaluation of various disease states
both commonly and infrequently seen in a standard practice. Comparative Cardiac
Imaging—A Case-based Guide utilizes actual case examples to demonstrate the state of
the art in comparative cardiac imaging. It offers in-depth chapter coverage of Aortic
Diseases; Aortic Valvular Diseases; Mitral Valvular Diseases; Prosthetic Valves;
Coronary Artery Disease; Pulmonary Artery Diseases; Congenital Heart Disease;
Cardiac Tumor; Infective Disease; Cardiomypathy; and Cardiac Trauma. Uniquely
focuses on and compares the many different modalities for cardiac imaging Breaks the
topic down by anatomy and pathophysiology in order to cover all aspects of non-
invasive cardiac imaging Covers newer and lesser known modalities like speckle
tracking and velocity vector imaging Offers coverage of more controversial topics, such
as CT angiography Comparative Cardiac Imaging—A Case-based Guide presents a
level of data that is appropriate for the practicing cardiologist and cardiology trainee, as
well as residents, internists, and other primary care clinicians.
This book is a study of EU conditionality and compliance during the enlargement to the
Central and Eastern European candidate countries. EU conditionality for membership is
widely understood as having been a driving force for Europeanization, providing
incentives and sanctions for compliance or non-compliance with EU norms, such as the
'Copenhagen Criteria' and the adoption of the acquis communautaire . By taking
regional policy and regionalization as a case study, this book provides a comparative
analysis of the effects of conditionality on the Central and East European countries and
explores the many paradoxes and weaknesses in the use of EU conditionality over
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time.
This book analyses and compares the preferential relations between the EU and the countries
on its eastern and southern peripheries. It presents a comprehensive study of the emerging
pan-Euro-Mediterranean regional integration and analyses the economic, political and social
strategies adopted by the EU and will be an indispensable reference work for those working on
issues related to EU enlargement and integration.
A major intellectual history of the American Revolution and its influence on later revolutions in
Europe and the Americas The Expanding Blaze is a sweeping history of how the American
Revolution inspired revolutions throughout Europe and the Atlantic world in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Jonathan Israel, one of the world's leading historians of the
Enlightenment, shows how the radical ideas of the American founders set the pattern for
democratic revolutions, movements, and constitutions in France, Britain, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, Greece, Canada, Haiti, Brazil, and Spanish America. The book
traces how American efforts to implement Radical Enlightenment ideas drove revolutions
abroad, as foreign leaders followed the American example and espoused American democratic
values. The first major new intellectual history of the age of democratic revolution in decades,
The Expanding Blaze returns the American Revolution to its global context.
This book presents a wide range of perspectives on the role of national parliaments in EU
politics and policy-making. Many accounts of the role of national parliaments portray them as
passive victims of European integration. This study instead examines their role within the EU
policy-making process, looking at efforts to address perceived democratic and information
‘deficits'. Bringing together leading scholars in the fields of European studies, public policy
analysis, and legislative research, this new volume provides: a thorough and wide-ranging
synthetic analysis of the position of national parliaments within the EU policy-making structures
a range of detailed country studies, including for the first time an analysis of the new member
state parliaments in Central and Eastern Europe an analysis of the significant changes to the
position of national parliaments brought about by the recent Convention process and the
provisions of the EU’s Constitutional Treaty. Making an important contribution to an emerging
comparative literature on the parliamentary dimension to EU public policy-making, National
Parliaments within the Enlarged European Union will interest students and researchers in the
fields of European integration, EU politics, and public policy analysis.
Century 21 Digital Information Management, Lessons 1-145Cengage Learning
Although historians have devoted a great deal of attention to the development of federal
government policy regarding civil rights in the quarter century following World War II, little
attention has been paid to the equally important developments at the state level. Few states
underwent a more dramatic transformation with regard to civil rights than Michigan did. In
1948, the Michigan Committee on Civil Rights characterized the state of civil rights in Michigan
as presenting "an ugly picture". Twenty years later. Michigan was a leader among the states in
civil rights legislation. Expanding the Frontiers of Civil Rights documents this important shift in
state level policy and makes clear that civil rights in Michigan embraced not only blacks but
women, the elderly, native Americans, migrant workers, and the physically handicapped.
Sidney Fine's treatment of civil rights in Michigan is based on an exhaustive examination of
unpublished, published, and interview sources. Fine relates civil rights developments in
Michigan to civil rights actions by the federal government and other states. He focuses on the
administrations of the three governors -- Democrats G. Mennen Williams (1949-1960), and
John B. Swainson (1961-1962), and Republican George Romney (1963-1969) -- and the roles
they played in furthering civil rights in Michigan, as well as other politicians and policymakers.
Students of state history, civil rights history, and those interested in post-World War II history
will find few accounts as broad ranging as this study of state civil rights legislation during the
years the book covers.
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The changing nature of security, the enlargement of European institutions and the evolving
functions of the EU have been key developments in post-Cold War Europe. This book blends
these three crucial developments in a sophisticated and illuminating manner. It assesses the
impact of EU enlargement on both pre-existing security arrangements and key relationships
with the EU’s new partners and ‘neighbours’. It also investigates both hard and soft, and
internal and external security issues, ranging from military intervention to terrorism and from
organised crime to human rights. From this it concludes that enlargement has both positive
and negative implications for European security. Completing the analysis, this study examines
the evolving security relationships with key states, regions and international organisations in
the EU’s ‘neighbourhood’. The examination of relations with Turkey, Russia, Ukraine, the
Greater Middle East and the Balkans provides a sense of the direction in which European
security politics is moving.
The European Union and Enlargement is about the EU's 'power of attraction' - an
exploration of the potential for EU impact on conflicts within Europe - and the
implications for the EU to influence the 'order' beyond its borders. It provides both a
theoretical and historical context in order to understand the EU's impact and combines
this with empirical analysis of the perceptions of the Greek Cypriots, Turkish Cypriots
and Turkey on the accession process and its effect on the Cyprus issue. It
demonstrates the limits and the potential of the EU as a global actor through its power
of attraction.
Two of the nation's leading experts in business negotiation reveal how their proven
methods can be incorporated by government to break unwise, unproductive modes of
thinking that provide an insurmountable obstacle to effective government. 20,000 first
printing.
Increasingly, policies and laws commonly agreed within the EU shape the political and
economic scenarios of nation states in Europe. However, the same European context is
radically changing, essentially due to three major recent developments: the adoption of
the Euro, EU enlargement to the east and the implementation of the Lisbon Strategy of
structural reforms for growth and competitiveness. The book presents a thorough
economic analysis of these three events and of their implications for both existing and
potential EU policies and objectives. Carlo Altomonte and Mario Nava have written a
very rigorous text in an accessible and jargon-free style, ensuring easy acquisition of
invaluable insights into the European economic set-up and the possible evolution of EU
policies, including an update on the reform of the Growth and Stability Pact and of the
2007 13 Financial Perspectives. The accessibility of economic concepts combined with
the methodological rigour of this up-to-date text will be of great interest to both policy
makers and students.
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